
Blue Hexagon Real-time Threat Intelligence
Blue Hexagon is the world’s fastest and most accurate threat detection service for detecting 
threats embedded in files [Miercom report]. Since verdicts are available instantly, applications can 
use the Blue Hexagon Real-time Threat Intelligence service to prevent threat infiltration and lateral 
spread. This service offers direct access to Blue Hexagon’s proprietary HexNet™ Deep Learning 
AI engine, and is delivered as a global REST API-based SaaS service with regional Points of 
Presence for low latency, scalability, and data governance. The service provides:

● Real-time Verdicts: detect malware in over 100+ different filetypes and content (hash), 
including unique file format analysis to identify obfuscated files

● Ransomware Threat Feed: IOCs for the latest malware / ransomware families and campaigns, 
often several hours to days in advance of public feeds 

● AI-predicted Neural Threat Archetypes: e.g. ransomware belonging to the ryuk family
● AI-predicted IOBs: Indicators of Behavior (IOBs) mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK™ framework 

to explain the possible behaviors of the payload were it to activate in the customer environment
● Contextual Malware Report: Full contextual malware report including network, file, registry, and 

process IOCs (Indicators of Compromise)
● Monthly Top Ransomware Package: Full contextual malware reports for top 50-100 

ransomware samples every month curated by Blue Hexagon Labs
● Privacy: If requested, samples sent over are deleted after analysis. Samples are never shared 

with third-parties

Harness the power of Deep Learning 
AI detections in the business logic of 
your applications, SOC/SIEM/SOAR 

playbooks, data repositories, and 
SaaS connectors

Pre-trained Deep Learning AI 
models detect and stop known 

threats, variants of known threats, 
and true 0-day unknown threats 

with the highest detection efficacy

Get AI-predicted IOBs mapped to 
MITRE ATT&CK™ and dynamically 
analyzed IOCs that can be used to 

proactively hunt and prevent threats in 
the enterprise

Threat Intelligence
API Everywhere

Stop Known and 
Unknown Threats

Full Contextual Threat 
Explanations

Deep Learning AI models detect threats 
at sub-second speed and operate at 

cloud scale to deliver orders of 
magnitude higher verdict throughput 
compared to existing technologies

Instant Verdicts 
at Cloud Scale

Blue Hexagon Threat Intelligence - Powered by Deep Learning AI

Threats Infiltrate from Anywhere
Applications and users process files from a variety of trusted or untrusted sources. Scanning these 
artifacts to identify threats is critical for enterprise security. In order to effectively respond to and 
contain threats, enterprise SOC and IR teams seek to analyze payloads obtained from endpoints, 
networks, data repositories, customer uploads and SaaS applications; and must get accurate and 
timely verdicts and novel threat intelligence. Existing solutions such as signature-based antivirus 
tools or sandboxes with shallow ML are ineffective at providing the timely cyber threat intelligence 
necessary for effective response.

Real-Time Threat Detection 
is now an API call away

1. Get your API key here
2. Make REST API calls from 

the platform of your choice
3. Get instant verdicts and 

threat intel to stop threats
4. Verdicts archived in portal

Defend with Deep Learning™

Real-time Threat Intelligence

Datasheet

1. File, File Hash  
   

2. Verdict with IOBs and IOCs  
in JSON format

Application, data 
repository, SIEM, etc.

Blue Hexagon
Threat Intelligence

3. Archive verdict

Deep Learning
Threat Feed

Multi-Cloud 
CNAPP Portal

OCI

https://bluehexagon.ai/resources/miercom-report-blue-hexagon-ndr-security-performance-assessment/
https://bluehexagon.ai/cloud-security-free-trial-lp/

